
Mr. B & Mr. C

The Worlds First Pocket Radio

The greatest band that never was bursts onto the scene, 
with a debut album of 14 feel good tracks of electro punk 
pop. Stop irradiating yourself in front of the television and 
dance along to these hip new sounds by two kids from the 
inter-webs. Drop that book you are using to beat your wife 
with and drag the whole family around the wireless.

Mr B & Mr C is a two piece slung together by the muddled 
magic of modern technology. Mr B gallavants through 
the dusty, cracked expanse of South Australia, while Mr 
C wallows in the depressing, grey mire that is the United 
Kingdom. Such contrasting environments have birthed a 
jilted, lopsided, schizophrenic album of electro, pop, rock, 
punk and anything else that could be pinned down long 
enough to trap in song-form, like mosquitoes in amber. 
These two kind gentlemen would be delighted if you 
could explore with them issues of infi delity, necrophilia, 
plagiarism, infomercials and pedophilia, so they happily 
hand you these fourteen spanners to jam into the cogs of 
the corporate machine. 

Q: Are you one of those who say music is fast becoming 
a mindless, profi t driven consumer product, and aimlessly 
wonder what happened to those songs that changed the 
world? 

A: It wasn’t testing well, so keep your art out of the 
revenue stream. 

Mr B & Mr C, for two, decided to do something for, and 
about, greedy corporate artsy middle class types, so The 
Worlds First Pocket Radio is available for free on the 
internet, no catches. Just go to the site, download the 
songs for free, and listen to them. NO lawyers will send 
you summons. NO police will kick down your door. Its just 
free music, made for people by people - easy.

But if you want to send us money, we certainly don’t 
discourage that.

If you want more information on Mr B & Mr C, you can 
contact either at mrbandmrc@gmail.com. Each is an 
individual, and there is no collusion on philosophy or ethos, 
so answers may vary, and be wildly contradictory.

Download The Worlds First Pocket Radio from
www.johnnycashpoint..com/mrbandmrc/ 

THE WORLD’S FIRST POCKET RADIO

Mr B & Mr C

Uses tiny transistors... no bulky tubes, combines 
amazingly compact size, high performance

You can contact Mr B and Mr C at 
mrbandmrc@gmail.com

“…totally rockin’…. I’ve rarely heard a non-professional web-based band sound this 
polished …one of the most entertaining albums I’ve heard ...” (halfgoon.com)

TRACKLIST SUGGESTIONS
Short on time? Work, for instance, for a popular 
commercial radio station, and don’t know where to 
start? Luckily we can help you.

Chuck Norris Excercise Machine is a fairly broad 
song, containing elements of rock, political satire, and 
references to the worlds greatest head kicker, Chuck 
Norris.

It would be ironic if The Single made it onto airplay. I 
mean, listen to it. Ironic. FULLY IRONIC!

With You rocks hard, like Fallout Boy or My Chemical 
Romance. Money in the bank. Get the sales team out 
and pre-sell the shit out of that airtime.


